We make EU great together !
The one thing EU is good at is bringing people together. It is called an
“union”, so even from the name you can understand the actual purpose of it. Since
EU we have experienced a long period of peace and prosperity. The relations
between the countries within the union are constantly improving. We see young
people with different backgrounds, cultures and countries join hands and work
together for the common purpose of keeping peace and raising the welfare of the
entire EU society.

Why is EUROPE
UNION good for you?

We have the strong ones helping the needy, the needy become strong and
helping the other needy. It is a union that leaves no one behind. At least this is the
plan and let’s hope we will be sticking to it. We have programs for the young and
programs for the elder. We can make anyone feel European. Europe is home!

The EU is great because we make it great!
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To vote or not to vote?

Voting!

First of all, why everybody should vote is because voting is a civic duty. I
think that there has to be equality between a nation and a state. Each of them has
their own responsibilities and duties that are written in a social contract. The state
has to ensure safety and prosperity and everything else a citizen would need to
worry about. In exchange for that every citizen has to vote in the elections. So if
citizens want to have a strong and strict government they have to give a tribute by
coming to the elections.
Second reason why everybody should vote is because of the image in
international unions. The thing is that all the attention to a country in international
unions is not on the citizens but it is on the government. That means that unions
communicate with the people in the parliament but not with the citizens directly.
It is not a secret that every nation wants to be recognized in all over the world so
that means that our government has to be great at representing country in a
political way. So the civic duty of voting is very important in this case.
And what is more, every human has its own opinion, so do not let any
other person to decide for you. One of the easiest way how you can express your
opinion – come to the elections and give your vote. Imagine the situation that you
want to see a really good movie in the cinema and you ask a person working in
the cinema to choose a movie for you. Your favorite genre is historical movies
based on true facts and the person chooses a comedy. Do you like it? I do not
think so. So it might happen to the government in your country. There is a
possibility that you will watch a comedy in a parliament for the next few years.
Do not let that happen and express your opinion by coming to the elections and
voting for your favorite political party.

Learn how to travel in Europe!
!! If you need a visa or an ID card to enter the country.

Travelling!

!! Some basic things about their culture in order to avoid making something
offensive to the residents.
!! About the resident's official religion. This is a "sensitive" matter in which
people will be seriously annoyed by any offensive or judgmental
behaviors.
!! Some basic gestures that are being differently translated in other countries.
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!! About the currency.
!! Where are you going to live/accommodation.
!! Transportation costs/methods for your travel.
!! Transportation costs/methods inside the visiting country.
!! Eating Preferences/National Cousin.
!! Sightseeing/Places to visit.
!! About the weather conditions in order to be prepared for the period that
you'll stay there.
!! Some basic words of the country's' original language. That way you can
actually saw that you're really interested in getting to know them.

How Europe invests in youth?
Youth investments!

More and more young people can obtain a plethora of life opportunities
from European projects.
First of all, with programs such as EVS, ESE, YE a young person can
meet people from different countries and learn about foreign cultures and history
which can be very effective for the elimination of stereotypes and racism.
Through the projects, values such as volunteerism, collaboration and respect for
people from other cultures can be promoted.
Furthermore, as a young citizen of Europe, if you have a proper business
plan, European programs such as H2020 can support you financially, in order to
improve your own product/service.
Another advantage that you can gain, is that programs like EYE, INT give
you the opportunity not only to get job experience, which is required in order to
get employed, but also to obtain the knowledge of how to set your own business.
Moreover, it is quite interesting that some programs can actually enrich
your knowledge about issues of environment (LIFE) and issues of justice, abuse
and women inequality (DAPHNE).
In conclusion, European programs can be memorable life experience
which can broaden your mind and horizons, eliminate your suspicion ESE about
other ethnicities and eventually give you the ability of knowing yourself in deeper
way through these significant challenges.
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QUIZ!

Life without the EU?
QUIZ:

•! What, from a democrating point of view is used to express a
wish to follow a particular course of action?
NO :

.....

..... ..... ..... ..... G

•! The action of joining together or the fact of being joined
together, especially in a political context is called?
NO :

..... ..... ..... O .....

•! A nation with its own government, occupying a particular
territory is called?
NO :

..... ..... U ..... ..... ..... .....

•! The quality of being fair and impartial is?
NO :

.... Q

..... ..... .....

